ABSTRACT Motivation: Finding putative transcription factor binding sites in the upstream sequences of similarly expressed genes has recently become a subject of intensive studies. In this paper we investigate how much gene expression regulation can be attributed to the presence of various binding sites in the gene promoters by correlating the binding sites and the changes in gene expression resulting from gene disruptions (e.g. knockouts).
INTRODUCTION
Gene regulation in eukaryotic organisms is achieved through many complex mechanisms most of which are not well understood. Completely sequenced genomes together with the advances in microarray technology give the researchers a powerful tool to study gene regulation. For instance, one can take clusters of coexpressed genes and look into the genome sequences around these genes for a 'signal' that could potentially explain their coregulation.
A major role in eukaryotic gene regulation is played by specific proteins called transcription factors which can bind to relatively specific DNA regions called binding sites in the promoter regions of genes. Through binding to DNA and forming protein complexes with other proteins the transcription factors activate or repress the transcription of the genes. The specificity and exact context of the binding events are still largely unknown, as on the full genome scale there are many potential binding sites, which in fact are not functional (see Scherf et al. (2000) ).
One difficulty in finding putative binding sites stems from the uncertainty about the location of the functional promoter regions of different genes. In the higher eukaryotes the promoter regions are sometimes found up to 30 000 base-pairs (bp) away from the gene. This is simpler in yeast, where it is believed that promoter regions of most genes are located in the vicinity of the gene translation start sites, predominantly within about 600 bp upstream of the gene or even closer.
Some correlation between the coexpression of genes and the presence of common sequence elements in their upstream regions have been demonstrated in several studies such as Brazma et al. (1998) ; Eisen et al. (1998) ; Vilo et al. (2000) ; Bussemaker et al. (2001) ; Jakt et al. (2001) ; Ge et al. (2001) reviewed for example in Zhang (1999) ; Vilo and Kivinen (2001) . Still even if we narrow down the putative promoter regions to 600 bp, we keep finding many matches that do not significantly correlate with the gene expression profiles. Vice versa, for some clusters of tightly coexpressed genes it has not been possible to find common sequence patterns in their upstream regions ).
There are several reasons why the correlation between the presence of binding sites and gene expression profiles is far from perfect. One possible reason often referred to is that the chromatin structure makes some regions of the genome inaccessible for the transcription factors, i.e. many potential binding sites are actually hidden from the influences of the transcription factors.
Second it must be noted that typically the transcription is not directly regulated by several proteins binding to individual binding sites but by the proteins forming a complex which binds to its own site. This way a single transcription factor can affect many target genes through several protein complexes without directly binding to any upstream DNA sequences. Also it should be remembered that microarrays measure only the mRNA expression while it is known that the mRNA levels do not linearly correlate with protein levels (including transcription factors). Apparently considerable part of gene regulation is happening in the translation stage and through post-translational modifications such as phosphorylation of transcription factors.
It has been shown that the correlation between coexpression and the presence of particular sequence elements in the gene upstream regions can be improved if one looks for combinations of transcription factor binding sites (Pilpel et al. (2001) ). Still many questions why particular binding sites are not active, and why some genes are coexpressed without obvious coregulatory mechanisms, remain unanswered.
In this paper we study the correlation between the presence of binding sites and gene expression by comparing the changes of gene expression in gene disruption experiments and the presence of putative binding sites in the upstream regions of various genes. In a gene disruption experiment the expression of a certain gene is artificially repressed. When the mutated organism is grown few generations and the expression of its genes is measured, all differences in the expressions compared to wild-type expressions is due to the disrupted gene. By using these gene disruption experiments we can equate the expression measurements with the genes that were disrupted in that experiment.
For each disrupted gene we find the set of genes that change their expression levels significantly. On the other hand we take previously known and verified binding sites and find the corresponding sets of genes having these binding sites in their upstream regions. Then for each pair of a disrupted gene and a binding site we look how much the respective sets intersect. If the intersection is significantly larger than we would expect by random chance we infer that the binding site and the disrupted gene are somehow related.
We will develop an analysis method along these lines and apply it to correlate the gene disruption data of Hughes et al. (2000) for the yeast with the putative binding sites from Pilpel et al. (2001) .
THE APPROACH
Let us denote by G the set of all genes of an organism. Consider a gene t ∈ G whose protein product is a transcription factor that binds to the sequence motif m(t). Let R t ⊂ G be the set of all genes that have the motif m(t) in their promoter region. In this case we say that the promoter region has the binding site t. We call R t the regulation set of the gene t. Note that R t is defined only for genes t, that code for DNA binding transcription factors. We denote the set of the genes encoding transcription factors by T . Assuming that all binding sites present in the gene upstream regions are functional, we can hypothesize that the set R t is the set of genes directly regulated by the transcription factor coded by gene t. Note that this hypothesis ignores the importance of the context of the binding site.
Consider then experiments where a gene has been disrupted (e.g. knocked out) and the changes in the expression level of all other genes have been measured in that particular experiment. For every gene d that has been disrupted in one of the experiments-we denote this set of disrupted genes by D-we can find the subset E d of the genes, whose mRNA expression is significantly altered when the gene d has been disrupted. We call E d the effectual set of gene d.
We would assume that R g is the set of genes whose expression depends directly on the expression of the gene g. This means that their expression should be affected when the gene g is disrupted. Hence we expect R g and E g to have large intersection. There are several reasons why this may not always be the case. First, if gene g is such that it has not been significantly expressed in the control population, the disruption of gene g may not have noticeable effect on the concentration of the transcription factor. The second reason comes from the way the expression measurements are performed-because the expression is measured when the cell population has divided after the mutation it is impossible to distinguish the direct from the indirect regulatory effects of the disruption.
In this paper we consider all pairs of genes (t, d), where t ∈ T and d ∈ D, and look whether the sets R t and E d intersect significantly more than expected by chance, in which case we say that R t correlates with E d or, simply, the gene t correlates with the site d. Evidently we would expect that R t correlates with E d when t = d, as we should assume that the expression of genes that are directly regulated by a certain transcription factor depend on the gene coding for that transcription factor.
In Figure 1 we illustrate the case where effectual and regulation sets of a gene g ∈ T ∩ D intersect significantly. The disruption of a gene d ∈ D \ T on the other hand does not affect more than expected number of genes having the binding site for the non-related transcription factor g. The same idea works also the other way around: the effectual set of gene g contains only relatively few genes having the binding site for t ∈ T \ D.
In the case where the promoter region of a gene contains the binding site of g but the gene is not affected by the disruption of g, there is a possibility that the particular binding site in the particular promoter is not functional due to the context. It is also possible to have genes that do get affected but do not have the binding site. If the gene g regulates some transcription factor, one can expect the targets of this intermediate transcription factor to be We can divide the genes g in T ∩ D into two classes according to their regulation and effectual sets: the ones for whom the regulation and effectual sets correlate, and the ones for whom they do not. The second group should be explained in some biologically meaningful way.
Next we want to identify pairs (t, d), such that t = d, but the regulation set R t does correlate with the effectual set E d . There are number of reasons why such unexpected spurious looking correlation can happen. One way of analyzing this is by what we call gene expression cascade.
Disruption networks and gene expression cascades
The potential regulatory relations discovered by a set of gene disruption experiments can conveniently be summarized as a graph structure which we call a disruption network. Such a network has a node for each gene and there is a directed edge from a gene x to a gene y if and only if the disruption of x has a significant effect on the expression of y. Similar networks have recently been used e.g. by Wagner (2001) and Rung et al. (2002) .
We say that a gene b is in the gene expression cascade of a gene g (the cascade of g for short), if disrupting b significantly affects the expression of g. Hence the cascade of g consists of all genes from which there is an edge to g in the disruption network. The cascade of g is denoted by C g . Figure 2 gives a hypothetical example, in which the cascade of G is C G = {B, D, C}. In the situation of Figure 2, if we have found that the sets E B and R G correlate, we can explain it by saying that gene B regulates gene G which defines the set R G . This seems sound as B belongs to C G . One has to be careful though not to stretch this type of explanation to genes outside C G , such as A. If we have found that sets E A and R G correlate, we might be tempted to say that "Disruption of A affects C affects G which defines R G ". This is unfortunately doubtful to say the least. This can be seen as follows.
Because the mRNA measurements are made in steady state one could expect (by ignoring the effects that compensate each other) that all of the regulation paths of the network in Figure 2 should in fact have collapsed. This could be the case of gene B whose effect on the gene G may be mediated by D but, because of the collapse due to steady state, we see also the direct edge from B to G. On the other hand, the gene A, although having a regulation path to G, was not observed to regulate G for some reason, as indicated by the fact that a direct edge from A to G is missing in Figure 2 . This regulation is lacking possibly because disruption of A affects also some other genes which nullify the effect of gene C on gene G.
Enough said, the gene expression cascades are useful for our purposes of explaining surprising correlations. For some transcription factors g almost all of the genes in its cascade C g turns out to correlate with the regulation set R g of the transcription factor.
All of the spurious correlations can not be explained by the cascades derived from just the mRNA measurements. If the production of the transcription factor protein is regulated by translational or post-translational mechanisms all gene disruptions affecting these mechanisms correlate also with the regulatory set of the given transcription factor.
For example, if the transcription factor t needs to have a certain phosphorylation state to function properly and a gene d regulating the phosphorylation is disrupted then the effectual set of d and the regulatory set of t correlate even though the mRNA levels of t are not affected. For some genes also the translation of the mRNA to the protein requires some specific proteins. According to Ideker et al. (2001) the mRNA and the protein abundance have only about 0.6 correlation in yeast disruption experiments.
RESULTS
When investigating the presence and absence of correlations between the sets R g and E d we can potentially have the following categories 1-4.
1. The transcription factor and the disrupted genes are the same, i.e. g = d and the sets R g and E d correlate as expected. 2. For the given g, the set R g correlates with set(s) E d , for g = d, such that the correlation can be explained with existing knowledge. 3. For the given g, the set R g correlates with set(s) E d for g = d, such that there is no obvious reasons why it should happen. 4. For the given g, there is no d such that R g and E d
correlate.
The first case we consider is that when the sets correlate as expected. The second case can often be explained by the product of gene d being a part of a protein complex regulating gene g. The cases in which the sets do not correlate or have unexpected correlation are the ones that need to be investigated.
We analyzed the expression data from 287 gene disruptions in yeast that have been reported in Hughes et al. (2000) . In the measurements the expression levels in cells with the disrupted gene were compared with the control population of wild type yeast cells. This public dataset is hence an adequate source of information for our effectual sets.
As regulation sets R t we used 356 sets defined by yeast binding sites in Pilpel et al. (2001) . Of these binding site motifs, 37 are previously known and the rest are putative sites generated from MIPS families. It should be noted that even the computationally generated motifs have their information from the curated MIPS database (Mewes et al. (2002) ) and not from the typical expression similarity clustering.
We analyzed a subset of 263 expression measurements against all the 356 motifs. Our results were highly variable both across the binding sites and the disruption experiments. A summary of the results for the 37 known binding site motifs is shown in Figure 3 , and a more detailed view of some of the sites is given in Table 
Disruption specific motifs
For a few transcription factor genes our test gave exactly the expected results. For example the mbp1 disruption correlated with the MCB site which it is known to bind to as a part of the MBF complex. Also yap1 disruption correlates best with its known binding site. These two genes together with gcn4 make the whole category 1 of our results.
Positively there are some binding sites in the category 2, whose respective gene was not disrupted in any of the experiments, but the binding site still correlates well with some disruptions of genes related to their own. For example sin3 disruption correlates with Ume6 site and their proteins are known to interact. dig1 gene is known to mbp1  yap1  yaf1  swi5  gcn4  arg5,6  dig1, dig2  isw1, isw2  AUR1  CDC42  CMD1  ERG11  FKS1  HMG2  KAR2  PMA1  aep2  anp1  ard1  ase1  bim1  bul1  cbp2  cem1  cka2  ckb2  clb2  cup5  ecm18  erg2  fre6  gal83  gas1  gln3  gpa2  hda1  hpt1  imp2'  isw1  isw2  jnm1  kim4  mac1  mrt4  npr2  nta1  pep12  pet127  pex12  rad57  rip1  rml2  rpl27a  rpl8a  rps27b  rrp6  rtg1  rts1  sgs1  she4  sin3  sir2  sir4  swi4  ubr1  ubr2  vac8  vma8  vps21  vps8  yel008w  yel044w  yer030w  yer050c  yer083c  yhl029c  yhr011w  yhr039c  ymr010w  ymr014w  ymr031w-a  ymr237w  ymr269w  ymr293c  yor078w   MCB  Yap1  OAF1  SWI5  GCN4  ABF1  AFT1  ALPHA1  ALPHA2  ATRepeat   BAS1  CCA  CSRE  ECB  GAL  Gcr1  HAP234   HSE  LYS14  Leu3  MCM1  MET31-32   MIG1  PAC  PDR  PHO  PHO4  RAP1  REB1  RPN4  SCB  SFF  STE12  STRE  Ume6  ndt80 yhr039c) which is understandable as the zap1 is known to regulate aldehyde dehydrogenase genes to whom msc7 has strong similarity. The BAS1 protein regulates adenine biosynthesis genes but the repression activity is bypassed in hpt1 mutant, thus BAS1 site correlates with hpt1 disruption. The ndt80 binding site correlates well with isw1, isw2 double mutant which is as expected since ndt80 is not required for the activation of meiotic genes in an isw2 mutant. The binding site for protein RPN4 correlates with ubr2 disruption, and these both proteins are related to protein degradation. RAP1 gene is related to vacuole (Foury (1990) ) as is gene vac8 whose disruption correlates well with RAP1 binding site.
General motifs
About 7 binding sites correlate with distinctively high number of disruptions. In category 3 the sites Leu3, MET31-32 and GCN4, whose genes are all in the amino acid pathway, correlate with a wide range of disruptions. Also others, including a coregulatory protein MCM1, early cell-cycle box ECB and PDR site that is related to drug resistance, correlated with several disruptions.
In the easily explainable category 2 the AFT1 site has somewhat interesting correlations. It correlates strongly with three disruptions cup5, mac1 and vma8 all of which are related to small molecule transport and iron uptake.
The usefulness of the gene expression cascades can be seen in in the case of GCN4 binding site which resides in categories two and three. The gene expression cascade for gcn4 is illustrated as a graph in Figure 4 . In the graph the nodes are genes whose disruption affects the gene gcn4. An edge is solid if the disruption of the source down regulates the target and dashed if the the regulation is upwards. A node is a rectangle if its effectual set correlates with R GC N 4 and otherwise a circle.
Remarkably 5 out of the 6 disruptions which affect gcn4 also correlate with the regulation set of gcn4. The figure also illustrates the collapsed transitive paths where the gene gas1 possibly mediates the effect of ERG11 and ymr031w-a on gcn4.
The gene expression cascade explains only few of the excess correlations for the GCN4 binding site as seen on the fifth column of Figure 3 . The other correlations might be due to the translation level regulation of GCN4 protein (Hinnebusch (1984) ; Albrecht et al. (1998) ). Because of the translation level regulation, it is not possible to infer the regulatory network of GCN4 protein just from microarray experiments which only measure mRNA abundances.
Also two of the putative motifs had this kind of widely correlating behavior. The motifs found from MIPS classes rRNA processing and rRNA transcription correlate well with about 9 disruptions, including ribosomal genes rpl27a and rpl8a. The correlation was very strong with disruptions of the little known genes she4, bud21 and bud22. This observation suggest that the role of these genes in protein synthesis deserves further studies.
Indecisive motifs
Most of the analyzed transcription factor binding sites did not show significant correlation with any of the disruptions. Out of the 356 analyzed motifs only 102 had at least one correlating disruption at 0.01 confidence level. Positively out of the 37 known motifs 20 had at least one correlation.
Out of the 319 generated motifs only 85 had a correlating disruption. In general, for most of these putative motifs the correlations are rare and weak. This is not very surprising because the common MIPS classification used in the motif generation does not imply common activity or regulation.
The non-correlating sites include also SWI5 and OAF1 whose respective genes were disrupted in our dataset. This might seem bad at first but these lacking correlations can be explained by environmental conditions as follows.
The SWI5 protein is in the cell nucleus only during the G1 phase of the cell cycle, so its DNA binding activity can only take place under haploid conditions. Because we used only the expression measurements conducted with diploid state yeast, it is understandable that swi5 disruption did not have an effect on its targets. The yaf1 (alias OAF1) gene is activated with oleate, and in the oleate free environment the disruption of yaf1 did not have significant effect on any of the measured genes.
Most of the motifs generated from the MIPS classes and the following 17 known motifs did not have significant correlation: ABF1, ALPHA1, ALPHA2, ATRepeat, CCA, CSRE, GAL, Gcr1, HSE, LYS14, MIG1, OAF1, PHO, PHO4 REB1, SCB, SFF, SWI5. Many of these binding site definitions are of insufficient specificity. For example the binding sites ALPHA1, SFF and SCB occurred in the upstreams of 1400-3200 genes when most of the disruptions affected only less than 500 genes.
It also seems probable that the disruptions in the otherwise homogeneous experimental conditions did not disturb most of the regulatory pathways. Therefore it is understandable that only few of the binding sites had significant correlations with the expression profiles.
METHODS
Our microarray data consists of 263 disruption experiments selected from the compendium of expression profiles Hughes et al. (2000) . From the 300 experiments in the compendium we chose not to include drug treatments or experiments conducted with yeast under haploid state. This way we wish to have more standard conditions over different expression measurements. For each of the 263 disruptions we selected two sets E g with different thresholds for the affected genes. The affected genes are selected according to the p-value statistic reported in Hughes et al. (2000) . It takes into account the uncertainties due to low intensity spots and the inherent gene specific fluctuations in the transcript abundances. One of the sets E g contains the genes having p-value less than 0.025 and the other one uses a more lenient cutoff value of 0.05. The gene expression cascades in Figures 3 and 4 have the regulators whose effect has p-value less than 0.0075.
Out of the 6312 ORFs whose mRNA levels were measured, 5390 had significantly altered expression at least in one experiment with 0.05 significance. 90 percent of the ORFs were significantly altered in less than 12 disruptions. The most sensitive ORF was affected in 52 experiments.
We used binding site motifs and site locations from Pilpel et al. (2001) . The motif database contains 356 binding sites from which 37 are previously known from the literature and rest are generated with AlignACE of Roth et al. (1998) 
Statistical measures
To measure the similarity between the two sets R g and E d we tried several statistics. First we computed a ratio between the proportion of altered genes within the genes having binding site versus the proportion of altered genes of all the genes. Formally our ratio statistic is
Unfortunately this ratio is not comparable between disruption experiments with different number of altered genes. Especially when the denominator is small even a very high ratio statistic might be due to random noise.
To statistically assess the similarity between the two sets we computed for each pair (d, g) the probability of obtaining an intersection R g ∩E d this large or more, given the two sets are independent. Our null hypothesis is that Table 1 . Disruption-Binding Site correlations: Columns for size of the regulation set, name of the binding site motif, size of the effectual set of the best correlating disruption, name of the disruption, size of the intersection of the two sets and description of the result. Size of the effectual set and the intersection is only given for patterns that had one clearly best correlation there are |G| genes of which |E d | are marked and we have randomly picked |R g | of all the genes. With these assumptions our experiment is classical sampling without replacement and the size of the intersection X = |R g ∩E d | is distributed according to the hypergeometric distribution. While we know the distribution of X we can compute the p-valuep for our null hypothesis as the probability of observing an intersection this large or more given that the two sets were picked independently. The p-value is easily computed by formulâ
Because we compare each binding site with multiple disruptions, we need to adjust our p-values to represent the worst case binding sitewise probabilities. Without this correction we would seriously underestimate the probability of finding a correlation under the null hypothesis and we would find lots of seemingly significant correlations due to just the random noise. For the adjustment we use the sequential Holm's correction Holm (1979) . The correction works by first sorting the p-values from n tests to increasing orderp 1 ≤p 2 ≤ . . . ≤p n and the corrected pvalue is obtained by multiplying p i = (n +1−i)p i . In our case the p-values are reported with respect to each binding site with two expression cutoff values, so our n = 2 · 263. With this n we bound the p-value for each binding site. A more stringent observer might want to limit the p-value also across the binding sites by using n = 2 · 263 · 356 but since we look at the results one binding site at a time, we feel that the correction for one binding site is enough. If the binding sitewise corrected p-value p i is smaller than our threshold 0.01, we reject the null hypothesis and say that R g and E d are not independent of each other.
Our hypothesis testing is quite powerful compared to the simple ratio test. For example the ratio statistic for disruption of ERG11 and transcription factor binding site GCN4 is only 1.5 but the p-value is well below the threshold. The other end of the spectrum is the disruption of arg80 and transcription factor binding site GCN4 whose ratio statistic is over 16, but due to the low number of genes affected by disruption of arg80 our hypothesis test calls it a random chance.
DISCUSSION
At first it may seem that our result that only 102 of the 356 binding sites have correlation is discouraging. However, if we note that most of these binding site motifs are computationally predicted and only 37 of them are experimentally proven, our finding is in fact surprisingly positive. Also it should be taken into account that the 263 different disruptions are not necessarily covering all regulatory events of the yeast and that some binding sites may not be functional for any of the events studied.
In a way the most interesting case is to correlate the effects of the transcription factor gene disruptions with the set of genes having binding sites for that particular S178 factor in their promoter regions (i.e. the case comparing R g and E d for g = d). Unfortunately only five genes in the dataset we used are in this category and only three of them correlate. The lack of correlation for the other two genes can be explained by the apparently poor quality of the binding site descriptions.
The finding that many binding sites correlate with disruptions of genes that are not transcription factors binding to these sites may first look surprising. We found 108 correlations for the 37 known motifs only 11 of which can be directly explained by the expression cascades. Possible explanations for the other correlations were briefly discussed in the introduction. A rather straightforward explanation of these cases is that these proteins may be vital parts of DNA binding complexes.
Another observation we make is that some binding sites are correlating with a wide range of disruptions. In these cases we can usually see that the binding site is a part of an important regulation pathway that can be affected by a wide range of events. We also uncovered some strong correlations for which we were unable to find a biological explanation.
An alternative way of viewing our problem is to see it as a graph comparison problem. One could understand a gene regulatory network simply as a representation of our knowledge of gene regulatory relationships in a form of a graph (i.e. the nodes of the graph are genes, and the edges are relationships between the genes). In this way we can obtain different graphs regarding on what knowledge we are representing. In this paper we considered two different sources of information: (1) the global gene expression data that tells which genes are affected by disruptions of other genes, and (2) the information about transcription factors and their binding sites in promoter sequences across the whole genome, telling essentially which genes are potentially regulated by each transcription factor. In effect we compared the regulatory networks defined by these two different data sources and demonstrated that they share many common features as well as contain also differences
